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The Sony DRE-S777 digital reverb astounds everyone who hears it. Why?  Because each effect incorporates the actual timing, amplitude and

frequency response of natural reflections in a real acoustic space.The DRE-S777 gets its power from a massive parallel array of Sony 32-bit DSP chips,

delivering 1,000 times the processing power of ordinary reverbs. Reverberant spaces are stored on CD-ROMs that bring you studios, churches,

concert halls and natural spaces from around the world. And with Sony’s new optional sampling function software, you can even capture acoustic

spaces of your own choosing! Form your own opinion of this important development. Call to order your Free Demonstration CD and VHS tape.

DRE-S777
©2001 Sony Electronics Inc. Reproduction in whole or in par t without written permission is prohibited. All rights reserved. Sony is a trademark of Sony.

“Awesome.You totally forget you’re using a digital unit.”
– FRANK FILIPETTI, Grammy Award Winning Engineer/Producer

“The cleanest reverb I’ve ever heard.”
– BOB LUDWIG, President of Gateway Mastering and DVD, Les Paul Award Recipient, and 9-time TEC Award Winner

“The sonic quality was astounding.”
– DAVID HALL, Independent Recording Engineer, as quoted in the December 2000 issue of Pro Sound News 

“…the best sounding reverb, ‘out of the box,’ I have ever heard…incredible sounding.”
– DAVE WILKERSON, Owner, Right Coast Recording, Inc.

“Never have I heard this kind of resolution in any type of reverberation device.”
– TOM JUNG, as quoted in the December 1999 issue of Pro Audio Review

“Will sell itself to you and your clients within the first 15 seconds.”
– BOBBY OWSINSKI, as quoted in the October 2000 issue of Surround Professional Magazine



Dreamhire, one of the world’s largest professional audio rental companies, has purchased a Sony DMX-R100 digital console and a 
second PCM-3348HR digital audio multitrack recorder. The R100 will provide clients with a sophisticated and cost-effective mobile
and/or studio recording console option. Both units were purchased to
accommodate growing client demand reported Dreamhire vice 
president/general manager Chris Dunn.

“We are very committed to high-end Sony products,” states Dunn.
“The DMX-R100 has quickly built a reputation as an excellent board with
a wonderful sound. As the first east coast rental operation to take 
delivery of the board, we plan to make it available in both our New York
and Nashville locations. Our first DMX-R100 client is engineer Frank 
Filipetti, who is currently working on an upcoming album from 
hard-rockers Korn.”

Dreamhire’s second Sony PCM-3348HR will be based at their
Nashville location. “It’s a popular request, and at the moment, there is no
unit available for rent in the area,” Dunn explains. “Our New York unit is
always busy – mostly for music recording projects, but also for occasion-
al post-production jobs. We have a high-profile repeat customer for that
unit because of its 24-bit high-resolution recording capability. Other
Dreamhire clients include David Bowie, Bjork, Christina Aguilera, Electric
Lady Studios, Virgin Records, ABC TV and Coca-Cola.”

”We needed a console that is engineered for the future,” states Dave
Amlen, owner of Manhattan-based Sound on Sound Recording.  To meet

that need Amlen has installed a Sony Oxford digital console in Studio C.  
“Record labels are beginning to see the viability of surround sound

and the Oxford is geared for 5.1 mixing,” Amlen
said. “It’s a growing business for us, and we want to
better serve our clients’ needs. The Oxford sounds
incredible. Sony really stands behind its products
with impressively strong tech and sales support.”

“We are pleased that a studio with Sound on
Sound’s pedigree has joined the expanding Oxford
client family,” comments Paul Foschino, market-
ing manager of professional audio products at
Sony Electronics’ Broadcast and Professional
Company. “Dave Amlen is one of the industry’s
most respected studio owners. His choice of the
Oxford speaks volumes for the console.”

The OXF-R3 is a highly flexible, easy-to-
operate digital recording console capable of
delivering vast processing power. Oxfords are
being used for a wide range of audio production
applications including music production, film
scoring, DVD soundtrack production and live
broadcasts. Sony works closely with every
Oxford client to optimize (and customize) indi-
vidual console configurations.

themix

Dreamhire Adds
Sony DMX-R100 and PCM-3348HRSony DMX-R100 and PCM-3348HR

Sound On Sound Recording
Selects Sony OxfordSelects Sony Oxford
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L-R: Engineer Mark Partis, assistant engineer Bart
Migal, recording artist David Clayton-Thomas, studio
manager Chris Bubacz and producer Steve Guttman.

L-R: Engineer Mark Partis, assistant engineer Bart
Migal, recording artist David Clayton-Thomas, studio
manager Chris Bubacz and producer Steve Guttman.

Dreamhire’s Chris Dunn
(right) with Kathryn Dean
and the Sony DMX-R100.

Dreamhire’s Chris Dunn
(right) with Kathryn Dean
and the Sony DMX-R100.
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Hit Factory’s Jason Groucott:“The Oxford Gets You Excited”“The Oxford Gets You Excited”

Cathy Richardson Picks

“The Oxford gets you excited. It’s easy to work on, everything is accessi-
ble, and you sit in one place most of the time since the board actually
moves around you,” says Hit Factory engineer Jason Groucott.  Groucott
began working as an assistant on the 120-channel Oxford when it was
first installed in 1997.  Apprenticing under the talented hands and ears of

such mixers as Mick Guzauski and Joel Moss, he has evolved into a first-
call engineer.  With an extensive knowledge of the console, acquired dur-
ing the course of countless high-end sessions, Groucott has matured into
the principal Hit Factory Oxford engineer.

Well grounded in both analog tape machines and consoles,

Groucott demonstrated an instinctive understanding of the power and
flexibility of the cutting-edge Oxford digital board. “A regular analog con-
sole may have its channels spread out, say from one to 120,” he says.
“With a traditional inline desk, you’ve got EQ, compressors, and sends on
that narrow strip of console, and that’s what you have to work with. On
the Oxford, the entire desk becomes that channel or fader. It’s just so
much more comprehensive a process.”

The Hit Factory affords Groucott the opportunity to work on many
high-profile projects for artists such as Ricky Martin, ‘N Sync and Gloria
Estefan.  Recalling a Mick Guzauski mix he engineered recently, he was
able to follow the entire process through from final output to airplay. “Lis-
tening to that mix on the radio, knowing that it was done in the Oxford
room and being there from start to wrap, made me appreciate why it
sounded the way it did,” he says.  “While you’re working on these songs
in the studio they obviously sound great. You’re on an Oxford and you’re
mixing with one of the great engineers. However, a song you’ve been a
part of comes on the radio, you can really pick up on the finer details of
the Oxford influence.”

“When you mix records, you’re aware of the muscle that you can flex
with this board,” says Groucott. “The automation remembers everything
that you’ve done. The desk is always there with you; you’re never waking
it up to get it into automation mode.  If there is something you want to
hear or do—EQ, a pan, a send, a reverb trail—you just think of it, do it,
and the desk remembers it.  That’s the beauty of it.”

Currently starring in the off-Broadway hit musical “Love, Janis,”
singer/songwriter/musician/producer Cathy Richardson released five
independent CDs prior to being cast in the role of Janis Joplin. She’s
recorded dozens of self-penned songs with the wildly popular Chicago-
based Cathy Richardson Band and she’s burned hundreds of CDs on a
variety of CD-Rs. This summer Cathy began working with Sony’s CDR-
W33 compact disc recorder.

“My first experience with the W33 was right out of the box,” she says.
“I had a chance to perform the National Anthem acapella at Madison
Square Garden and needed a good demo immediately. I cut a track on
my hard disk recorder, burned a CD on the W33 without even cracking
open the manual, sent it off and got the gig.

“Programming a fade on my hard disk recorder is a somewhat time
consuming and complicated process. With the W33 you just push a but-
ton and it fades out perfectly, exactly where you want it to. I’d experi-
enced compatibility problems with other CD recorders, but the CDs I’ve
made with the W33 have worked with everything from my boom box to
a five disc-changer on my stereo to my computer.”

Cathy has also been experimenting with the W33’s Super Bit Map-
ping, onboard equalization and limiting features. “I burned three differ-
ent versions of a demo I did at home on my hard disk recorder,” she
explains. “One, straight from digital to digital, a second with only Super
Bit Mapping, the third with EQ and limiting. The digital-to-digital CD

sounded exactly like 
the original. I used the 
analog inputs for the
Super Bit Mapping and
it sounded as good as 
the digital. With most 
CD-Rs the levels are
never as hot as com-
mercially released CDs.
I’ve spent a lot of money
in mastering houses
just to get my demos to
volume levels that peo-
ple are used to hearing
on CD. The W33 has
already paid for itself
with the money I’ve
saved mastering my
demos at home.

“Being a big Sony
MiniDisc user, I’m already familiar with the AMS controls,” she con-
cludes. “Text labeling is one of the things I’ve always loved about Mini-
Disc, and with the W33 I can now text label my CD-Rs. This box rocks.”

Sony CDR-W33 Compact Disc RecorderSony CDR-W33 Compact Disc Recorder

Hit Factory’s Jason
Groucott at the Sony
Oxford console.

Hit Factory’s Jason
Groucott at the Sony
Oxford console.

Musician Cathy Richardson
with the Sony CDR-W33
CD Recorder.

Musician Cathy Richardson
with the Sony CDR-W33
CD Recorder.



Those who know George Massenburg realize that he is never afraid to
speak his mind. When your work has won the respect of musicians,
stars, peers and manufacturers alike, your words and actions tend to
speak for themselves.  His stellar multichannel and stereo recordings
with Bonnie Raitt, Little Feat, Linda Ronstadt and Lyle Lovett, com-
plemented by his development of the acclaimed GML line of equal-
izers and compressors, confirm his position as a true visionary.  With
a track record like that, Massenburg can work with any console he
likes. His choice? The Sony Oxford. In this interview he shares some
insights behind his commitment to the Oxford.
What recent projects have you been working on with your Oxford? 

I have been doing all my 
projects on this console. In
the past few weeks I’ve done a
5.1 mix for a DVD-Video,
which was taken from a 
Sessions on West 54th Show.
It looks and sounds great, and
it’s all John with no overdubs.
I’m continuing a Robin 
English project for Sony
Nashville which I’m co-pro-
ducing with Kyle Lenning.  I’m
also doing an Amanda 
Marshall record produced by
Peter Asher and Billy Mann for
Sony Music Canada; this is
definitely a smash. Linda 
Ronstadt and I just finished a
5.1 DVD mix of a collection 
of standards she did with 
Nelson Riddle for Elektra, 
in 1982. I’m also finishing

some mixes on the new Jennifer Warren Sin-Drome CD.
You’ve had your console for how long?
We’ve had it since last December.
What attracted you to the board?
Well, that’s kind of a long story. I go back to 1987 with the Oxford
Group, when Roger Lagadec invited me to take a look at it.  I have
been tracking the development of this board ever since, watching the
progress and contributing occasionally in small bits and pieces (they
might call it ‘interfering’). Recently, Paul Frindle and I have done
GML dynamics and EQ for it. I feel right at home working on it.  The
compressor expands what Paul did with the basic Oxford processors,
and is significantly better than anything else you find out there. And,
the EQ feels and sounds great. I listened to these at great length
against an analog chain and they’re pretty honest. That being said,
there are just a lot of things in the console that are extraordinarily
well thought out...from essential processing (like dither throughout
the console) to just plain good ideas. Eventually I feel all consoles will
feel and look like this. Many of these internal processing ideas are
way ahead of their time. That has been difficult for the Oxford Group
up until recently. By now, people seem ready for something new. Now
that they’re working on ProTools and other DAWs and having to mix 

digitally anyway. The urban contemporary community (a.k.a. the
market segment that’s still selling a lot of records) has embraced the
Oxford because it makes louder, bigger, fatter mixes than any other
analog or digital console. People now accept the emerging reality
that there is a high end in digital processing – that all digital proces-
sors are not created equal – and that this console is crafting hits like
other consoles simply cannot.
What makes you feel that it is that superior to other consoles?
The only thing that recommends a console in this business is crafting
hits, and this console makes hits.  Quickly and efficiently.  Period.
What are your thoughts on the automation?
It’s utterly and completely reliable. Sessions come back exactly as
they are saved.  I can’t say that for any other consoles.
How about the processing and depth of research behind this board?
The dithering algorithm that the guys came up with is fundamental,
original and unbeatable. The quality of the conversion and signal
handling is not apparent until you hear how much better a mix done
on another console sounds when redone on an Oxford. I just redid
Jennifer Warren mixes done on another console and it makes that
older mix sound like @##%%!.
How do you feel about Paul Frindle’s converter designs compared to
others currently on the market?
Brilliant.  
Can you detect an improvement from the microphone to final out-
put of the Oxford in comparison to other boards?
Absolutely.  Warmth...clarity...presence...loudness.
What makes the Oxford great for multichannel work?
Support.  Everything that you need is built into the monitor section
under Version 3.0.
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George Massenburg
Speaks His MindSpeaks His Mind

Regarding the

Sony Oxford...

“I have been 

doing all of my

projects on this

console.”

— George Massenburg

George Massenburg



Bruce Swedien with the
Sony DRE-S777 Digital

Sampling Reverb.

Bruce Swedien with the
Sony DRE-S777 Digital

Sampling Reverb.

BruceBruceSwedienSwedien
Photo by Dave KingPhoto by Dave King
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By Steve La Cerra 
and Rich Tozzoli

Bruce Swedien is excited like a kid with a new toy. Speaking with him
recently at New York’s Hit Factory on a break from recording Michael
Jackson’s upcoming release, he was literally bursting with delight about
his most recent acquisition, a new Sony DRE-S777 Digital Sampling
Reverb. This is a man who can use any piece of gear he wants, and who’s
services as a legendary engineer/producer/mixer have been called upon
by the likes of Duke Ellington, Barbra Streisand, Quincy Jones and of
course, Michael Jackson. History aside on this rainy Friday night, Swedi-
en was focused on one thing: his new reverb.

Is the forthcoming Michael Jackson record the first one on which you
used the Sony DRE-S777 Digital Sampling Reverb?
Yes it is and I’m very excited about it for two reasons: First, the sound is
just phenomenal. And the second thing that knocked my socks off is the
fact that I can capture my own personal spaces with the early reflections
in their natural order. In my work with
Michael Jackson, we ‘recorded’ some small
spaces like bathrooms and small work-
shops. I hate to say ‘sampled’ because that
doesn’t do justice to what the S777 is capa-
ble of doing. Essentially the S777 listens to a
space and puts that acoustic space into the
machine. You can buy the S777 without the
recording option - but you know that
wouldn’t be enough for me. I want my own
spaces! (Bruce laughs). I have a case that
travels with me and holds all of the software
CD-ROM’s I need for the S777. I love the
“Japanese Acoustic Spaces” disc, especially
the Yokohama Nohgaku-dou program,
which is a small drama hall. In addition to
the CD-ROM’s, I have these little Memory
Sticks® which hold my programs. They’re
the same Memory Sticks that you’d use in a
Sony digital camera so they’re easy to find.
Each stick holds 64 MB of data, and then you use the software on one of
the CD-ROM’s to access the data on the Memory Stick. 

The S777 takes a minimum of 16 recordings of the space using a wide
swept frequency. This machine is so smart that if a car were to go past
during one of the samples and cause a rumble, it would recognize the
rumble as an anomaly and take it out of the program. I’d love to bring the
S777 up to the Equine Center near my home to capture the acoustics of
one of the operating rooms there. This particular room has an absolutely
fabulous sounding character. But I’m afraid that the sound of the S777
recording process would upset the horses. I’ll have to find out if there’s a
time when the place might be empty of horses...

And you ‘sampled’ your EMT reverbs as well...
Yes. I love my EMT 250 and EMT 252, especially for any sound that
truly needs a lot of space around it. They have algorithms that have
never been duplicated. I would refer to them as ‘classic’ digital reverbs
- but they do have their limitations. I was a little skeptical at first

because the character of a device like a 250 or 252 is almost ephemer-
al...very difficult to describe. And I thought “oh, I’m going to put the
EMT inside this box and it’s going to change the sound.” But it did not!
I recorded both EMT’s at a short decay time and a longer one as well.
Now here’s where it gets interesting: once I have the EMT’s inside the
S777, I can add predelay - which you couldn’t do with the original unit.

Unless you patched a separate delay before the input of the 250 or 252...
...which might change the quality of the sound. But with the pro-
grams in the S777 I can change the predelay, the reverb time -
anything I want. The EMT’s do have adjustable decay time, but
the 777 gives me much more precise adjustment.

What is your concept of reverb for a Michael Jackson mix?
I try not to pre-think any of these things with him, or any other artist

for that matter. It’s purely intuitive. With
the type of records I do, if you have a for-
mula you’re dead in the water before you
start. You’ll notice on the new Michael CD
that each song has its own character, and
that’s not accidental. I think that’s impor-
tant on all the records I have done with
Michael. If you listen to “Thriller” there’s a
lot of natural acoustic sounds, like that
creaking door at the beginning of the
song. Michael is more willing to experi-
ment than a lot of other artists. If I want to
try something different, he’s like “Yeah,
let’s do it!” He loves the experimentation
aspect, coming up with new sounds. 

What else makes you excited about the S777?
I’ve literally been waiting for some-
thing like this since I started. This is
one of the first truly new concepts in

the capturing and manipulation of reverberation and acoustical
support to come along since the beginning of the industry. I think
it’s much more important than most people realize, especially for
someone like me who loves to be able to capture unique acoustic
spaces. To be able to capture those spaces with their early reflec-
tions in their natural order to me is really the cat’s pajamas.

What is your favorite sound so far?
I love Concertgebouw, and whoever sampled that room did a 
gorgeous job. It is lovely, but my real use for this box is going to be in
personal spaces. We’re going to Michael’s ranch, my farm in Con-
necticut, and I’m going to sample some sounds in the forest. There’s
also some wonderful reverbs and single, very simple reverbs between
buildings that I want to capture. I’ve got a lot of plans for this box.
Now for the first time we can capture these spaces, I can bring them
into the control room, hook up the input and the output, and away
we go. I’m really excited about it. It’s unlike any other reverb, but the
real deal is the quality of it.  It’s gorgeous, absolutely gorgeous.

This is one of the first

truly new concepts in

reverberation and

acoustical support to

come along since the

beginning of the industry.

Why He’s All Excited About The Sony
DRE-S777 Digital Sampling Reverb

Copyright©2001 United Entertainment Media. Originally published on MusicPlayer.com. Reprinted with permission.
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Having recently mixed Toby Keith’s #1 Billboard chart topper
“I’m Just Talkin’ About Tonight” as well as the rest of Toby’s #1 sell-
ing album Pull My Chain on an Oxford at Loud Recording in
Nashville, King was in understandably good spirits when 
discussing the virtues of this world-class console.

“I love the Oxford,” says King. “I’ll work weekends, or find any sort of
way to get into Loud to get on that console.  I have trouble going back
to anything else.” Powerful statements from a man whose client list
includes many of the top names in country music.

Emigrating to Nashville in 1987 with a music degree from James
Madison University, King first wrangled an internship at Sound-
stage Studios and has resided in the country music capital ever

since.  “I worked as an assistant for a lot of great engineers during
those years,” he continues. “People like John Guess, Chuck Ainlay
and Lynn Peterzell really helped me along.” “At the time he
(Peterzell) was mixing everything from Clint Black, to Charlie
Daniels, to Shania.  It got to the point where he mixed exclusively,
and I got to record for some of these big acts,” says King.

King then began engineering more high-level projects, building up

a strong client base.  “I work for Byron Gallimore, James Stroud and
Blake Chancey who are all prominent producers here in Nashville,” he
states. “I am fortunate enough to work with some great artists like Tim
McGraw, Faith Hill, Jessica Andrews, Randy Travis, and Alabama.” King
won a Grammy for his work on the popular album Breathe by Faith Hill,
and also recorded her self-titled album Faith. 

He also has mixed projects by Clint Black, Brooks and Dunn and The
Neville Brothers. King has recently begun producing, currently working
with a band on DreamWorks called Emerson Drive, with James Stroud.
Commenting further on the Oxford, King noted that he is impressed
with the almost limitless power of the board. “Once you grasp a couple
of concepts, it’s really awesome and simple. You don’t have all those

inline modules like
everyone is used to see-
ing on large-format con-
soles.”  King continues,
“On those big boards,
you only have one EQ
and one compressor on
each strip, rather than
several choices per chan-
nel on an Oxford. Having
the choice of a GML 
compressor and/or EQ
on every channel is
something that no other 
console can offer.  I hear
people argue that a 
digital console doesn’t
have that “oomph.” I
would argue otherwise
and explain that the
Oxford can be anything
that you make it!” 

Reflecting on the
Oxford mixes of the Toby
Keith  single, King notes
“I was really happy with
how nice and clear it was
while still sounding
aggressive. The ability to
automate anything and
everything gives me so

much flexibility and creates a very musical environment. It’s just an
awesome board.” King points out that it is increasingly difficult to get
on the Oxford at Loud.  

We asked King to sum up his thoughts on the Oxford and he said,
“This thing is sheer power and versatility! I can have a huge power bal-
lad up on the board and in seconds switch over and recall a nice, clean
open Blue Grass tune. It’s great!”

“I’m cranky when I don’t get to mix on an Oxford,” states 
engineer/producer extrordinaire Julian King. 

ForaKing

Julian King with the Sony
Oxford console at Loud
Recording in Nashville.

Julian King with the Sony
Oxford console at Loud
Recording in Nashville.

Console Fit
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OXFORD VERSION 3.0
Sony Electronics has unveiled the next generation Oxford OXF-R3
digital audio console, version 3.0. 

A key 3.0 feature is a new monitor panel that supports conve-
nient monitoring of stereo, LCRS, 5.1 and 7.1 formats. An innovative
“fold-down” capability allows users to execute quick down mixes
from one program format to another, or to check for compatibility.

Version 3.0 also features the addition of Super Send Groups that
allow for flexible grouping into mono, stereo, LCRS, 5.1, and 7.1. Each
group send can have its own independent fader and joystick to 
facilitate simultaneous 5.1, 7.1, LCRS, and stereo mixes. The Super

Send Groups sup-
plement the existing
24 auxiliary sends
on each channel.

R e i n f o r c i n g
the Oxford’s flexi-
bility and assigna-
bility, the board

has a comprehensive internal digital patch bay that allows input
and output signals to be easily assigned to the processing chan-
nels as needed.  On a session-by-session basis, this routing can be
called up instantaneously.

The Oxford also comes standard with features such as four
types of 5-band EQ per channel; a comprehensive dynamics sec-
tion, including three types of compressors on every channel; 1.2
seconds of programmable delay per channel; multi-stem record-
ing and monitoring; and 48 multi-track busses.

“Virtually everything about an Oxford — all routing and every
setting for every channel — gets recalled in a quarter-of-a-second,”
says Paul Foschino, marketing manager of professional audio prod-
ucts at Sony Electronics’ Broadcast and Professional Company. “In a
live television broadcast setting, for example, the entire setup for a
guest band could be recalled instantly with the engineers ready and
waiting for the commercial break to end.” 

Foschino says that Sony works closely with every Oxford client to
optimize (and customize) their individual console configurations. The
I/O racks that house the interface cards for these consoles allow each
facility to load in their unique A/D, D/A and AES/EBU requirements. 

There are two control panel options. Facilities seeking to keep the
console size to a minimum could use the smaller control 
surface, which offers 24 addressable channel faders and 17 master sec-
tion faders, all in a compact package. The larger configurations all feature
48 addressable channel faders in conjunction with the master section. 

DMX-R100 2.0 SOFTWARE 
Sony Electronics is introducing version 2.0 soft-
ware for the popular DMX-R100 digital console. 

Foschino said that DMX-R100 V2.0 software
will enable surround sound processing at 
double sample rates (88.2 and 96kHz); and will
feature enhancement such as sub level control
on each channel in conjunction with five-chan-
nel panning. New dynamic automation functions
include enhanced Trim and Audition modes.

DMBK-R109 MADI CARD 
Sony is also introducing a forthcoming DMX-R100 MADI card. This
new hardware expansion option will greatly increase the number of
audio channels that can be connected to the mixer. The card supports
48 input and 48 output channels of audio I/O, providing an ideal
method of directly interfacing the console with MADI-capable
recorders such as the Sony PCM-3348HR DASH recorder. The MADI
option board will also incorporate the ability to link or ‘cascade’ dual
mixers [both boards will require MADI cards to be fitted].

SRP-X700P DIGITAL POWERED MIXER
Sony Professional Audio is previewing the SRP-X700P digital pow-
ered mixer at the 111th AES Convention. The SRP-X700P (pictured
below) is designed for a wide range of multimedia applications for
sophisticated boardrooms, conference rooms, and houses of wor-
ship. The versatile unit combines a flexible mixer/router and a
stereo digital power amp, with a wireless tuner frame and antenna
divider (for two optional wireless mic systems), and an RGB/S-
Video/composite video switcher. This ‘Boardroom-in-a-Box’ is easy
to use and offers high-end audio and video quality in a lightweight
and compact (3U-size) unit with a simple front panel layout. 

The digital mixer section provides powerful DSP functions including
feedback reducer, parametric EQ, low-cut filter, compressor/limiter, delay,
automatic mixing, flexible signal routing, and scene memory.

The SRP-X700P features a built-in 6x1 A/V switcher including: three-
RGB/component, and three-composite/S-Video inputs, and outputs to
either RGB/component, composite, or S-Video. Audio inputs which follow
the video source are also provided, including four stereo and two 5.1 inputs.
The switcher can handle high-resolution component video signals such as
480p or 1080i, and RGB signals with bandwidths up to 150 MHz.

AES 2001

Sony Oxford
console 

SRP-X700P

Hot Picks:

Additional key features are:
• Digital power amplifier with 200W+200W(4Ω), 150W+150W(8Ω), 

Max. 150W(70V Line)
• PC-based GUI-interface software (for setup/operation) is supplied
• Mounting slots built for two Sony Wireless Microphone tuners
• Inputs include: four microphone (with 48 V phantom power), 

two microphone/line, and one stereo line, plus four stereo and 
two 5.1 surround sound inputs linked to the video switcher

Additional primary features include:
• Fader naming on Channel GUI; Equalizer and Dynamic library 

function
• Access follow solo function; Dither mode for PGM output
• DOS compatible floppy disk automation storage
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Mannheim SteamrollerChristmas Album Uses DRE-S777 Christmas Album Uses DRE-S777 
Listeners to the forthcoming Mannheim Steamroller Christmas 
Extraordinaire CD may recognize the rich, resonant and inspirational
sound of New York City-based Cathedral of St. John the Divine. 
Musician, composer and producer Chip Davis and American 
Gramaphone put their new Sony DRE-S777 sampling digital reverb to
good use throughout production of the CD.  The Mannheim Steam-
roller Christmas Extraordinaire is the label’s first Christmas project
recorded in 24-bit surround sound, reports Brian Ackley, director of
production and chief engineer at American Gramaphone. 

“Our goal here is to keep the technology bar as high as 
possible,” Ackley says. “We wanted a reverb unit capable of 
handling 24-bit/96kHz. The S777 was a perfect fit for us. The
sampling reverb CD-ROM library of European, American and
Japanese acoustic spaces offered us a tremendous amount of
flexibility, and the pre-sampled rooms, spaces and environments
are amazing.”  

Another sampled space used on the production of the new
Mannheim Steamroller CD is Austria’s renowned Vienna Grosser
Musikvereinssaal.

“With both stereo and multi-channel surround sound capabilities,
the DRE-S777 is a world-class production tool for use in high-end music
studios, film, television, and post-production facilities,” says Paul 
Foschino, marketing manager of professional audio products at Sony
Electronics’ Broadcast and Professional Company.  “Mannheim Steam-
roller CDs are a staple of American culture, and we are delighted that the
S777 could contribute to such a high-profile project.”

Mannheim Steamroller Christmas Extraordinaire features a combi-
nation of holiday arrangements of Handel’s Hallelujah Chorus and
Tchaikovsky’s Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairies along with traditional
favorites such as White Christmas, Winter Wonderland and Silver Bells.  A
“double hub” CD/5.1 DVD-Audio/DVD Video package will be available
exclusively through a network of high-end home entertainment dealers
around the country.

“We travel the world to work with various musicians, and the oppor-
tunity to accurately sample our own spaces is incredible,” adds Ackley
who is assisted by second engineer Dave Cwirko on Mannheim Steam-
roller projects. “The S777 is now our primary reverb unit. The sound qual-
ity is natural and clean. We’re looking forward to using it in the future.”

PlusFour Marketing Dave Christenson

themix

Sony Electronics recently presented Jim Matthews (center), 
principal of Plus Four Marketing, a Northern California rep firm,
with Sony Pro Audio’s “Rep of the Year” award for 2000. “Plus Four
Marketing has done a great job growing Sony Pro Audio’s business,”
says Paul Foschino (right), marketing manager. Also pictured, 
Jeremy Stappard, regional audio manager, West Coast.

Sony Electronics has named Dave Christenson (pictured) 
western regional audio manager for the professional audio 
division of its Broadcast and Professional Company. Christenson
is responsible for sales and support of Sony Pro Audio high-end
audio products, including the Oxford and DMX-R100 digital
recording consoles, and the DRE-S777 digital reverb.

2000 Rep Of The Year2000 Rep Of The Year Western Regional Audio Mgr.Western Regional Audio Mgr.


